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  v.    § 

MR. ELECTRIC, DWYER GROUP, et al. § 
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Supplemental Report on Digital Forensic Examination by Jerry Hatchett 

1. My name is Jerry Hatchett. I �iled a report in this case on or about October 15, 2012. That report, 

including exhibits "A" through "D" referenced in, attached to, and made a part of my October 15, 

2012 report (“Hatchett Report 1”), is incorporated herein by this reference. All particulars 

concerning me and my work history remain as described in Hatchett Report 1, Exhibit A – Hatchett 

CV. 
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2. Summary of Findings:  After exhaustive examination of the evidence in this case, including all of 

the documents and testimony identi�ied and included in Hatchett Report 1 and those identi�ied in 

the "List of Materials Considered" set forth at the end of this report, it is my professional opinion 

that the there is absolutely no evidence supporting Plaintiffs' claims that Defendants Mr. Electric 

Corp. ("Mr. Electric"), The Dwyer Group, Inc. ("The Dwyer Group") (collectively, the "Defendants"), 

or any entity associated with them, gained unauthorized access to or otherwise "intruded" or 

caused an "unauthorized in�iltration" of any of the computers at issue in this case.  Simply put, there 

is no evidence to support Plaintiffs' allegations contained in the Complaint and reiterated in 

deposition testimony that Defendants ever accessed Plaintiffs' computers (or data on those 

computers) without Plaintiffs' authorization. To the contrary, it is my professional opinion that the 

unauthorized access / intrusion alleged by Plaintiffs never occurred. Further, it logically follows that 

if the alleged intrusion never occurred, nor did any of the intrusion’s alleged consequences, such as 

damage to Plaintiffs’ systems and/or software, or misappropriation of Plaintiffs’ proprietary 

information. My forensic examination con�irms this logic – I found absolutely  no evidence in the 

forensic record (or the reports and testimony of Plaintiffs' expert, for that matter) that Defendants 

caused any damage to or theft of any of Plaintiffs' data. 

 

3. Evidence Relied Upon:  I examined a total of 17 forensic images of devices from the Mitchell Data 

Universe (“MDU”). A detailed list of those devices is attached as Exhibit 1. 

 

I reviewed reports and testimony issued by or given by Plaintiffs’ expert (Dylan Evans) and other 

witnesses employed by Plaintiffs and who examined or were given access to Plaintiffs' computers 

and MDU, as well as Plaintiffs Danny G. Mitchell and Teresa A. Mitchell themselves, including: 
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a. a report issued by Richard Goldston of G2 Research on November 5, 2009 (Exhibit 2, 

“Goldston Report 1”); 

b. a report issued by Virtual IT on December 1, 2009 (Exhibit 3, “Virtual IT Report”); 

c. a report issued by Intermountain Networking Solutions on December 8, 2009 (Exhibit 4, 

“INS Report”); 

d. three separate but related reports issued by Dylan Evans of reVeal Digital Forensics & 

Security – "Software Analysis Report – Zware" (dated April 18, 2012); "Digital Forensics 

Report" (dated  July 24, 2012); and "Digital Forensics Report Addendum 1" (dated August 

29, 2012) (collected as Exhibit 17, “Evans Reports”); 

e. a second report issued by Richard Goldston of G2 Research on January 19, 2012 (Exhibit 5, 

“Goldston Report 2”); 

f. I attended (telephonically and in person) and/or have reviewed the testimony in the 

depositions of Plaintiffs' expert Dylan Evans, Plaintiff Danny Mitchell, Plaintiff Teresa 

Mitchell (both in her individual capacity and on behalf of Mitchell Enterprises, Inc.), Richard 

Goldston (on his own behalf and for G2 Research), Tavis Reche on behalf of VirtualT, Inc., 

Todd Graf�is on behalf of Intermountain Networking Solutions, LLC, and Jeff Cegelski. 

 

4. Summary of the Allegations:  Plaintiffs allege that in the early morning hours of August 23, 2009, 

Defendants and/or Defendants’ software Zware perpetrated an act of unauthorized digital 

intrusion, damage, and pilfering in the Plaintiffs’ business and personal computers. (See Hatchett 

Report 1, Exhibit D (Complaint) at ¶¶ 20-27.) 

 

5. Condition of the Digital Evidence:  In any investigation, whether taking place in the brick-and-

mortar world or the digital realm, the importance of securing the scene and protecting the integrity 

of any evidence at the earliest possible opportunity is paramount. That did not happen in this case. 
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Instead of immediately preserving the evidence so the alleged incident could be ef�iciently 

investigated, Plaintiffs’ systems were not forensically preserved until twelve days later. During that 

time, Plaintiffs not only continued to use the systems, but attempted their own investigation on the 

allegedly affected computers. As will be shown below, the result was not only the alteration of 

evidence, but the actual creation of digital artifacts after the fact, by the plaintiffs themselves, 

artifacts that were subsequently pointed to as evidence of an intrusion. To compare this to a 

physical scene, imagine an allegation that some incident took place in a dirt �ield that involved 

footprint evidence; further imagine that instead of taping off the scene until investigators arrived, 

the complainants left it open for nearly two weeks, let the scene be rained on, hosted a 

neighborhood football game on the muddy �ield, then called investigators to analyze the footprints. 

The task of establishing what happened a week earlier on the �ield would be made immeasurably 

more dif�icult. That was the case here. 

 

6. What ZWare Is:  :  The following description of ZWare software is based on consultations I have 

had in the course of my engagement as an expert in this case with persons involved in the 

development and support of the program.  ZWare is a software application program provided by 

Defendants to franchisees of some of its brands.  ZWare provides payroll automation, inventory 

tracking and management, customer and prospect tracking, scheduling, dispatching, point of sale 

invoicing interfaced with general ledger software, customer service history, sales analysis, reporting 

functions and our con�idential operations set-up and menu pricing guide. Since the franchise 

relationship requires royalties to be paid to Defendants based upon sales made by franchisees, a 

method of collecting and reporting this sales data to Defendants is bene�icial to both parties. ZWare 

meets this need by utilizing electronic connections, via the Internet, between franchisees and 

Defendants. This connection is then used to provide communications of data between the parties.   
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ZWare provides basic integration capabilities with Intuit’s “Quick Books” accounting software.  A 

franchisee, with proper credentials, can initiate the transfer of data from ZWare to QuickBooks.  

During this transfer, accounting related data is sent from ZWare to QuickBooks.  If the user wants to 

verify the transfer was successful, they can initiate a veri�ication process.  During this veri�ication 

process, ZWare retrieves data from QuickBooks, only to be used to verify it matches was initially 

sent from ZWare and that the data is accurate. 

 

A “Weekly Sales Analysis” (WSA) report is the standard process used to send calculated royalties 

and reported franchisee sales to the TDG corporate of�ice.      An authorized franchisee ZWare user 

must initiate the sending of this sales related data.  The WSA transfer only sends the data related to 

their weekly sales report based on speci�ic sales status criteria. 

 

7. The Zware.zip File:  A key issue in Plaintiffs’ allegations revolves around the creation of a 

compressed �ile called Zware.zip in the early morning hours of August 23, 2009.  

Name Evidence object Size Created Modi�ied Accessed 

Zware.zip Samsung_S3, Partition 1 
244 
MB 

08/23/2009  
01:06:24.937 

08/23/2009  
01:09:12.906 

08/27/2009  
20:34:22.140 

 

Based on the allegations in the Complaint, Plaintiffs' discovery responses and supplemental 

responses, and deposition testimony, my understanding is that Plaintiffs believe this �ile was 

created to facilitate unauthorized access to, copying, and/or transport of MDU data outside the 

Mitchell network. The �ile is a compressed container of the Zware folder located at \Zware on the 

Mitchell server’s storage hard drive. A complete list of the contents of Zware.zip is attached (Exhibit 

6, “Zware.zip Contents”). 
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The Zware folder located at #1 in the illustration, above, is the normal folder in its everyday 

uncompressed state. The Zware.zip �ile at #2, above, is simply a compressed container of the Zware 

folder at #1. 

Nature of the Zware.zip Data:  Examination of the data in the Zware.zip �ile revealed that it was 

most likely a routine dataset for a Zware installation, since the data consisted mainly of �iles that 

were obviously routine components of Zware. Plaintiffs have expressed particular concern because 

the Zware.zip �ile also contained the following QuickBooks accounting data �iles.  

Name Last Written 
Mr Electric Treasure Valley.QBW 3/25/2008 20:38 
oldMr Electric Treasure Valley.QBW 12/4/2007 18:41 
TemplateME-New.QBW 12/4/2007 10:06 
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A cursory look at these �iles showed two notable facts. First, none of the �iles was current. The 

freshest one had not been written to in �ive months. Second, the �iles were very small for 

QuickBooks data �iles. 

Upon opening the Mr Electric Treasure Valley.QBW �ile in QuickBooks, I found that it contained fewer 

than 70 total transactions. The �irst transaction, dated July 6, 2005, was a $0.00 transaction in the 

name “ZwareCustomer.” After that, no activity was transacted in the �ile until January, 2008. From 

then until March, 2008, just over 60 transactions were entered. Most of these appear to be payroll-

related. The �ile contained no transactions after March, 2008. The complete list of transactions is 

attached (Exhibit 7, “Mr. Electric Treasure Valley – QuickBooks Transaction List”). 

The oldMr Electric Treasure Valley.QBW �ile contained no transactions at all. 

The TemplateME-New.QBW �ile contained one transaction that was identical to the �irst transaction 

in the Mr Electric Treasure Valley.QBW �ile, a July 6, 2005, transaction for “ZwareCustomer” for 

$0.00. That transaction is attached (Exhibit 8, “TemplateME-New – QuickBooks Transaction List”). 

In summary, my impression of the Zware.zip data is that it appears to be a routine Zware program 

directory. The QuickBooks data appears to be a routine component, as well, since Zware interacts 

with QuickBooks as part of its normal function and since the �irst transaction entered into the �iles 

(that contain any transactions) had the feel of being a placeholder entry (“ZwareCustomer”) into a 

template QuickBooks data �ile. 

Creation of Zware.zip:  Plaintiff Teresa Mitchell testi�ied that she arrived home in the early 

morning hours of August 23, 2009, approximately between 12:30 AM and 1:00 AM, and shortly 

thereafter used her home computer to connect remotely to her of�ice workstation (Exhibit 9, 

“Teresa Mitchell Deposition, Vol 1”, pp. 19, 21, 22).  
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The home computer has since been identi�ied as computer #7 on the Goldston worksheets (Exhibit 

10, “Goldston Worksheets”) and will be referred to hereinafter as the “Home-XY3K” computer. The 

of�ice workstation Mrs. Mitchell connected to remotely has since been identi�ied as computer #1 on 

the Goldston Worksheets and will be referred to hereinafter as the “Teresa-J1FL” computer. 

Mrs. Mitchell testi�ied further that as soon as she logged on, she saw a “copy or transfer” taking 

place on the Teresa-J1FL computer (Exhibit 9, p. 31). She described watching this activity and said it 

lasted about �ive minutes (Exhibit 9, p. 36), after which an icon for what she remembers to be an 

error log appeared on her desktop (Exhibit 9, p. 37). 

Based on her continuing testimony as well as the pleadings and reports �iled in this case, I was left 

with the impression that Mrs. Mitchell believed the “copy or transfer” activity she had seen as soon 

as she logged on to the Teresa-J1FL computer was the creation of the Zware.zip �ile (Exhibit 9, p.48), 

in essence making the creation of Zware.zip a critical, and arguably, the most critical issue in this 

case. The evidence, however, clearly establishes that this sequence of events as remembered by Mrs. 

Mitchell is simply not possible.  

Digital evidence shows that the Home-XY3K computer connected to Defendants’ of�ice network at 

12:54 AM on August 23, 2009, using Microsoft’s Remote Desktop Protocol (“RDP”); this matches 

Mrs. Mitchell’s testimony that she connected to the Teresa-J1FL computer approximately between 

12:30 AM and 1:00 AM. Zware.zip was created at 1:06 AM, a full 14 minutes after Mrs. Mitchell 

logged on to the Teresa-J1FL computer.1 

1 These times have been normalized to account for clock differences established by the Goldston Worksheets. The 
Goldston Worksheets show that the Home-XY3K computer’s clock was one minute slow as of the time of imaging; the 
Teresa-J1FL computer’s clock was twelve minutes fast at the time of imaging (Exhibit 10, pp. 1,19). 
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It is notable that the remote connection was made via RDP. With some other remote control 

programs, it is possible for one user to view the screen and see what another remote user is doing. 

With RDP, however, exclusive control and view are transferred to the last remote user to log on. If 

another remote user is logged on at the time, they are disconnected from the session and shown a 

Windows login screen. The disconnected user cannot see what the new user is doing and the 

disconnected user is of course unable to perform any actions. The instant salient point is that there 

is no way that Mrs. Mitchell logged on and then was able to watch another user perform actions on 

the Teresa-J1FL computer. 

Mrs. Mitchell had exclusive control of the Teresa-J1FL computer from 12:54 AM on August 23, 2009. 

It is already established that Zware.zip was created at 1:06:24 AM. I will demonstrate below that the 

user tmitchell (Mrs. Mitchell's username) accessed the Zware folder on the Mitchell server at 

1:06:24 AM on August 23, 2009.  It is therefore my opinion that the user tmitchell created Zware.zip, 

even though she may or may not have intentionally or even knowingly created the �ile. To 

demonstrate how easily this could have happened, consider the graphic below and the steps 

required to intentionally (or unintentionally) create a compressed zip �ile like Zware.zip. 
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1. Right-click any folder 

2. Hover momentarily over Send To 

3. Click the top selection in the menu that appears 

 

The graphic above is a screenshot from a virtual machine I created from the forensic image of the 

Teresa-J1FL computer, so this is an accurate depiction of how this scenario would have worked on 

that very computer:  A right-click, two or three seconds, and one click (or misclick) of the mouse, is 

all that is required to create a zip �ile of a folder in Windows. 
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When I consider this likelihood that Mrs. Mitchell herself created Zware.zip, along with the 

unimportance of the data within Zware.zip, I can only conclude that even though it was likely the 

nucleus that exploded into this lengthy case, it is in fact irrelevant and evidence of nothing. 

8. Zware Artifacts:  Plaintiffs point to numerous Zware-related artifacts as evidence of Zware having 

“touched” or “queried” or “gathered” or otherwise interacted with the MDU. These artifacts include 

link �iles and shell bag registry entries. 

 

Link �iles, or "shortcuts," are small �iles that serve as pointers to other �iles, and they are used 

extensively on modern computer systems. Link �iles make computer usage more convenient by 

providing easy access to �iles that are spread across many locations. Every icon on a Windows 

desktop, for example, is in reality a graphic representation of a link �ile. These desktop shortcuts 

allow the user to, from a single location, access programs and �iles spread not only across the 

computer's hard drive, but also on other networked computers. Link �iles can be valuable in forensic 

examinations because they contain important information about their target �iles (�iles the link �iles 

point to), sometimes even if the target �iles themselves are no longer available. 

 

In this case, Plaintiffs attach great evidentiary importance to link �iles that reference Zware, relying 

on these link �iles to allege Zware’s “consistent attempt to gather and query unauthorized 

information on the Plaintiffs’ computer systems” and "damage" allegedly caused by Zware's claimed 

"continuous unauthorized queries" (Exhibit 11, “Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Discovery Response”). For 

example, in Goldston Report 1 (Exhibit 2, p. 2) the following link �ile is disclosed: 

 

Samsung_J1 FL\Samsung_J1 FL\C\Documents and Settings\tmitchell\Recent\errorsLog356. txt. lnk 

  

When this link �ile is forensically interpeted, it yields the following information: 
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Link File Information 
 

Link File 
Path 

Samsung_J1 FL\Samsung_J1 FL\C\Documents and 

Settings\tmitchell\Recent\errorsLog356. txt. lnk 

Link File 
Created 08/23/2009 01:25:46 

Target 
Created 10/11/2008 19:50:44 

Target 
Last 
Written 

10/11/2008 19:50:44 

Target 
Last 
Accessed 

08/28/2009 00:00:00 

Volume 
Serial 11FC4262 

Volume 
Name VERBATIM 

Local Path E:\Zware\Zware\DwyerGroup\QuickBooks 
Data\errorsLog356.txt 

Working 
Directory E:\Zware\Zware\DwyerGroup\QuickBooks Data 

 

The link �ile is errorsLog356.txt.lnk and the target of the link �ile is errorsLog356.txt 

 

Rather than supporting Plaintiffs' theory and claims, the above information conclusively refutes 

Plaintiffs’ claim. Instead of showing that Zware was interacting with, "touching,", or "querying" 

other devices or data in the MDU, this �ile unequivocally shows that tmitchell was interacting with 

Zware-related �iles at 1:25:46 AM on August 23,  2009. Speci�ically, the table above shows that 

tmitchell opened the errorsLog356.txt �ile at 01:25:46 on 8/23/2009. It further shows that  

errorsLog356.txt was an old �ile, created at 19:50:44 on 10/11/2008, and not modi�ied since it was 

created. This information is corroborated by the actual content of errorsLog356.txt: 

 

10/11/2008 7:50:43 PM        53           FIQMessenger:File not found  10/11/2008 7:50:43 PM        

53           FIQMessenger:File not found    
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This link �ile does not show that Zware was “touching” or “querying” or “gathering” anything; it 

shows the opposite, that tmitchell was in fact touching a �ile in a Zware-related path. In so doing, 

tmitchell caused the link �ile to be created; Windows created the link �ile automatically and stored it 

in her “Recent” folder. To later claim that this self-created artifact is evidence of someone else’s (i.e., 

Defendants') malfeasance is a gross misinterpretation of the evidence. 

 

Examination of other link �iles that reference Zware reveals the same pattern over and over again:  It 

was tmitchell’s own activity, perhaps a well-intentioned attempted investigation, that created 

numerous artifacts that would later be claimed as evidence against Defendants. This is a conclusion 

shared by Richard Goldston, Plaintiffs’ own forensic examiner (Exhibit 12, “G2 Deposition,” pp. 41-

42, 77-78). In summary, there are no link �iles that demonstrate any kind of unauthorized (or even 

suspect) activity or access by Zware of Plaintiffs' MDU. 

 

Plaintiffs also claim that Zware-related shell bag registry entries are evidence of the same type of 

alleged improper activity by Defendants and/or the Zware software. Again, this is a gross 

misinterpretation of the evidence.  

 

The Windows registry is a complex dataset that stores information about the con�iguration and use 

of a Windows computer. Various entries in the registry store data about a plethora of activities; shell 

bag entries store information about the use of �ile folders within Windows. This information can 

include the time a folder was created, when it was last opened, its �ile path, etc. 

 

I examined dozens of shell bag entries that contain a reference to Zware. As expected, all of these 

entries simply show that Zware-related folders were present on a number of the MDU computers. 
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These entries show that these folders were created and interacted with at various times between 

December 3, 2007 (nearly two years before the alleged unauthorized access event) and September 

04, 2009, (12 days after the alleged unauthorized access event), but I found not a single instance of 

anything that could support the allegation  that Zware on its own "queried," "gathered," or 

"touched" Plaintiffs' MDU, or that Defendants (and not Plaintiffs) using Zware did so. In fact, what I 

did �ind is that the shell bag entries perfectly corroborate my conclusion that it was tmitchell’s 

activity, likely as an attempted investigation, that repeatedly created artifacts that Plaintiffs (but, 

tellingly, not their experts) would later misinterpret and declare as evidence of Defendants’ 

wrongdoing, as well as my conclusion that tmitchell created Zware.zip. Note the information below, 

which was extracted from a shell bag entry on the Teresa-J1FL computer. 

 

Bag Zware 

Registry Last Written 8/23/2009 2:19:26 

Date Modi�ied 10/20/2008 9:57:38 

Date Created 12/3/2007 16:36:24 

Date Accessed 8/23/2009 1:06:24 

Source Path MRELC\Samsung_J1FL\C\Documents and 
Settings\tmitchell\NTUSER.DAT\$$$PROTO.HIV\Software\Microsoft\Windows
\ShellNoRoam\BagMRU\9\3\2 

Tree Path Volume C - All Desktops\tmitchell's Desktop\My Network Places\Sever 
Mitchell\Zware 

 

This data shows that the user tmitchell accessed the Zware folder on the server at precisely the 

same second Zware.zip was created. The events were obviously one and the same. 

 

NOTE:  During the Mitchell corporate deposition on February 13, 2013 (Exhibit 14, “Mitchell30B6-

Feb13”), Mrs. Mitchell produced a printed text rendering of numerous shell bag entries that Mr. 

Goldston had extracted from the MDU and provided to Mrs. Mitchell (Exhibit 15, 
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“MITCHELL001000-1219”). The same shell bag entry shown above was contained in this text 

printout, but with an AccessedDate timestamp of 12:06:24 AM instead of 1:06:24 AM (p. 185, Bates 

MITCHELL001184). Time zone transposition errors during digital forensic examinations are not 

uncommon, and that is the issue in play here. The most likely explanation is that while August 23 

was in Daylight Savings Time, at the time Mr. Goldston extracted the shell bag entries, the time zone 

had reverted to Mountain Standard Time and Mr. Goldston’s examination computer was set 

accordingly. 

 

9. Damage to Plaintiffs’ Systems:  As discussed in Hatchett Report 1, there is digital evidence to 

support the scenario that the MDU suffered a data loss. I also noted in that earlier report that I had 

found tens of thousands of deleted �iles that were potentially recoverable. That said, however,  I 

found absolutely no evidence that either Defendants or the Zware software had the slightest 

connection to the MDU data loss, let alone actually caused the loss.  

 

10. Damage to the “Mitchell Dispatch” Software:  As with the issue of systems damage, there is 

simply no connection between Defendants or Zware, and any damage to the Mitchell Dispatch 

software (“Mitchell Dispatch”). Despite a comprehensive search, I found nothing to indicate that 

Zware and Mitchell Dispatch Software ever touched each other in any way. Neither Plaintiffs nor 

their expert (or other technical witnesses) have pointed to any evidence to the contrary. 

 

11. Misappropriation of Plaintiffs’ Data:  Plaintiffs allege that Defendants and/or Zware gathered and 

transmitted MDU data, including but not limited to the Mitchell Dispatch Software, outside the MDU. 

Even though there is no evidence to suggest Defendants were in any way involved with the creation 

of Zware.zip, there is also no evidence that Zware.zip was ever transmitted anywhere, either inside 

or outside the MDU. Further, I have found no evidence that anything was transmitted outside the 
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MDU by Defendants or Zware, beyond the routine transmissions Zware was designed to perform. 

 

12. What Really Happened?  Given the condition of the evidence – more than 48,000 �iles were 

changed after 2:00 AM on August 23, 2009 – this investigation was challenging. I have come to 

believe that the only element of Plaintiffs’ narrative that contains any accuracy at all is the claim 

that they suffered a data loss. It is my professional opinion (corroborated by Dylan Evans and 

Richard Goldston)  that this data loss had nothing to do with Defendants or Zware.  That said, while 

I do not believe it will ever be possible for anyone to say with 100% certainty what actions actually 

caused the MDU data loss Plaintiffs have alleged, there are clues that may shed light on the “big 

picture” of what was going on within the MDU around the timeframe of interest. 

 

Hardware Issues:  Beginning August 13, 2009, and continuing up to the time of imaging on 

September 4, 2009, a total of 1,566 disk-related warnings were posted to the event logs of MDU 

devices (Exhibit 16, “MDU Disk Warnings”). 1,186 of these warnings were posted for the 

Accounting-Hitachi_4 computer and the remaining 380 were posted for the Teresa-J1FL computer. 

Most of these warnings were of the type Disk Event ID 51, which is described as follows on 

www.eventid.net, a popular website that provides detailed information about the meaning of 

various Windows event codes. This description is written from a computer’s perspective: 

 

In order to free some of the physical memory for other applications that need it, I tried to save data to 

the storage device mentioned in the event description. However, during this operation I received an 

error from the device. Please verify that the device is functioning properly. It could be a problem with 

the hardware itself, or the type of storage that it provides does not allow me to perform this type of 

operation (it may be too [sic] slow or read only). 
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Microsoft has this to say about Disk Event ID 51: 

 

An input/output (I/O) request to a memory-mapped �ile failed and the operation was retried. If these 

events are logged regularly on a primary system drive, replace the device.2 [Emphasis added.] 

 

The next most common warning was Disk Event ID 57, again described from a computer’s 

perspective on www.eventid.net: 

 

I, the part of the operating system that deals with the transfer of data to and from the hard disk (aka 

I/O System or Input/Output system) encountered a problem. Normally, a program “thinks” it writes to 

and from a hard disk, however, in reality, it is doing this through me. Since the hard disk is slow 

compared to physical memory (RAM) if I would do these read and write operations as the programs 

requested the whole system would slow down considerably while waiting for the hard disk to read or 

write the data. To avoid this bottleneck, I’m actually keeping all the changes that the programs require 

in the physical memory (RAM) and only write to the hard disk when the system is not busy (or when 

enough disk operations are requested and the RAM is not available anymore). I keep track of these 

changes in a “transaction log”, basically a list of all the hard disk requests that I receive. When I make 

the actual changes on the hard disk I use this log to write them in order. This operation is called 

“�lushing”. For example, when a system is shut down, I �lush the transaction log completely. Well, in this 

case, for some reason, the �lushing of the transaction log failed. Since some data will not be updated 

as it should’ve been one can expect some problems later (i.e. the �iles that were supposed to be 

updated on the hard disk may become incomplete, corrupted and basically useless). However, 

some data might be recoverable or there might be other mechanisms that ensure the data integrity so 

2 
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/support/ee/transform.aspx?ProdName=Windows%20Operating%20System&Pr
odVer=5.2&EvtID=51&EvtSrc=Disk&LCID=1033 
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the failure of the transaction log �lushing may not affect them. As I said, corruption “may” occur. 

[Emphasis added] 

 

The obvious deduction from 1,566 of these warnings is that both the Teresa-J1FL and Accounting-

Hitachi_4 computers had hard drives that were failing in the timeframe of interest. When I consider 

this, along with Richard Goldston’s testimony that one of the hard drives in the Mitchell Server 

could not even be imaged (Exhibit 12, p. 87), the idea of a potential data loss is not in the least bit 

surprising; one could reasonably infer it was only a matter of time. 

 

User-Initiated Action:  Between 4:38 PM and 4:56 PM on August 22, 2009, someone used the 

computer at issue (Home-XY3K) to view a considerable amount of pornographic content on the 

websites www.pornhub.com and www.brazzers.com (Exhibit 13, “Home-XY3K-Porn”). Less than 

one minute after the pornographic sur�ing ended, deletion of numerous �iles began, including many 

critical Windows system �iles. This deletion activity continued on and off for approximately one 

hour. Some of this deletion looks to have been related to automated Windows update processes, but 

portions of it do not. I also found it signi�icant that while I was able to forensically retrieve the 

pornographic sur�ing history, when I recreated the Home-XY3K computer as a virtual machine and 

looked at the Internet history that would have been visible to someone using the computer, both 

pornhub.com and brazzers.com were absent from that history, indicating an intentional cleanup 

operation had taken place. 
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At 1:10 AM on August 23, 2009, user tmitchell, having remotely connected using the Home-XY3K 

machine and using the Teresa-J1FL computer, began researching products at www.ParetoLogic.com, 

including a product called RegCure. One of the web pages visited on this site describes RegCure as 

follows: 

 

Protect your investment! Errors and corrupt �iles in your Windows registry are compromising the 

integrity of your system. Failure to �ix errors results in system freezes and system crashes, rendering 

your PC useless. 

 

The timing of this activity is noteworthy because it began less than a minute after the creation of 
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Zware.zip was complete. By Plaintiffs’ narrative, this would mean Mrs. Mitchell logged on to the 

Teresa-J1FL computer, saw Zware.zip being created, and within one minute of its completion started 

researching software to repair problems in Windows.  

 

A Reasonable Hypothesis:  As noted earlier, apart from reiterating that I found absolutely no 

evidence that Defendants or the Zware software had any connection to the data loss, I cannot say 

with certainty what caused the data loss in the MDU. When the facts are considered, however, my 

experience and observation over the years lead me to conclude that it is reasonable to posit the 

following scenario. 

 

Out of 11 computers in the MDU, 3 were known to have had failing hard drives; the situation was 

ripe for a multi-point failure that could cause signi�icant data loss. 

 

While Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell were returning home from a meeting with Defendants that did not go 

well, someone at the Mitchell home used the Home-XY3K computer to surf pornographic websites. 

Once that activity was �inished, it is not a stretch to imagine that person wanting to erase the digital 

footprints they had just created. Without proper expertise guiding the cleanup process, important 

system �iles could have been deleted, which would have increased the number of problematic MDU 

computers to 4. 

 

When Mrs. Mitchell logged on, she began encountering problems and launched an ill-advised 

attempt to discover and remedy the cause herself, and the situation cascaded. 

 

13. Findings and Conclusions:  After considering the totality of the evidence available in this case, I 

cannot presently recall investigating another case in which such serious allegations have been 
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made, pursued, and maintained despite an utter dearth of supporting evidence. I found no evidence 

to support the allegations that Defendants and/or Zware committed any unauthorized access, 

querying, gathering, or intrusion activity on any of Plaintiffs' computers.  Likewise, I found no 

evidence to support the allegation that any conduct by Defendants or activity involving Zware 

caused the damage alleged or any misappropriation of Plaintiffs' data. 

 

When deposed, Plaintiffs' expert and each of the technology-related witnesses who examined the 

computers and the alleged damage, including Richard Goldston, agreed with my position that there 

is no evidence of any intrusion having taken place in the MDU or that Defendants caused any 

damage to or unauthorized transmission of Plaintiffs' data. Despite this position from their own 

expert and hired technicians, Plaintiffs continue to insist that the evidence does exist. 

 

Although Mrs. Mitchell testi�ied that she is not a technical person—and her testimony bears that 

concession out as accurate—she contradicts her own experts and continues to drive this process 

forward based on data and artifacts that she obviously has no understanding of, and many of which 

she is personally responsible for creating. When Mrs. Mitchell is asked to point out the evidence that 

not one of �ive involved technologists was able to �ind, it becomes obvious that virtually any 

reference to Defendants or to Zware anywhere within the MDU is considered by her to be evidence 

of malfeasance by Defendants, no matter how unconnected, remote, routine or expected the 

reference is. As noted above, however, that viewpoint �inds absolutely no support in the evidence or 

the conclusions reached by both me and Plaintiffs' own expert, Dylan Evans. 

 

It is my opinion that neither Defendants nor Zware caused damage to or intruded the MDU. 
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